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Flip Croony

A brand new ability for《Oracle Think Tank》, ”Oracle”.

What is ”Oracle”?
This ability is active when you have five or more cards in your 
hand.
This is a piece of cake for《Oracle Think Tank》,who can easily 
gain more cards in hand!
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January 29, 2016
On Sale!

[AUTO](VC/RC)[Generation Break 1] Oracle 
(This ability is active when you have five or 
more cards in your hand):When this unit's 
attack hits a vanguard, look at two cards 
from the top of your deck, search for up to 
one card from among them, put it into your 
hand, and put the rest on the bottom of your 
deck in any order.



A brand new ability for《Oracle Think Tank》,”Oracle”.

You can activate its ability by putting this unit into your soul 
and discarding a card from your hand. Reveal 3 cards of your 
choice from your deck. Your opponent picks 2 cards out of 
your choices, and you have to put those chosen cards into the 
drop zone. The remaining card is added to your hand.

Simply choose 3 of the same card and you will definitely get 
what you want!
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[AUTO]:Forerunner

[ACT](RC)[Generation Break 1]Oracle (This ability is 
active when you have five or more cards in your 
hand):[Put this unit into your soul & Choose a card 
from your hand, and discard it] Search for up to 
three cards from your deck, and reveal them. Your 
opponent chooses two cards from among them. Put 
the chosen cards into your drop zone, put the rest 
into your hand, and shuffle your deck.

Images are of products under development. 
Actual products may vary from the images shown.

Magical Calico



Destroyer Dragon Battle Deity, Kamususanoo

The power-up G Unit of “Supreme Heavenly Battle Deity, Susanoo”.

When your attack hits, look at the top 2 cards of your deck, add 1 
of them to your hand, and put the rest at the bottom of your deck. 
You get an additional card without paying any cost!

Also, if you are at GB3, all your units get Power +2000! You can
reach GB3 at your second Stride.

Do check out the new cards featured in Moonlit Dragonfang that 
works well with cards with the name “Susanoo”!
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[Stride]-Stride Step-[Choose one or more cards with the sum of 
their grades being 3 or greater from your hand, and discard 
them] [Stride] this card on your (VC) from face down.

[ACT](VC)[1/Turn]:[Choose a face down card named "Destroyer 
Dragon Battle Deity, Kamususanoo" from your G zone, and turn 
it face up] Until end of turn, this unit gets "[AUTO](VC):When 
this unit's attack hits a vanguard, look at two cards from the top 
of your deck, search for up to one card from among them, put it 
into your hand, and put the rest on the bottom of your deck in 
any order." and "[CONT](VC)[Generation Break 3]:During your 
turn, all of your units get [Power] +2000.".
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Dragon Dancer, Bernadette
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A brand new ability for《Narukami》,”Thunderstrike”.

What is ”Thunderstrike”?
This ability is active when your opponent's bind zone has a 
certain amount of cards. 
“Dragon Vanquisher” and “Voltage Horn Dragon” can easily 
increase the number of cards in your opponent’s bind zone.
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On Sale!
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[AUTO](RC)Thunderstrike 2 (This ability is active 
when your opponent's bind zone has two or more 
cards):
[Soul-Blast 1] When this unit boosts ([Boost]), you 
may pay the cost. If you do, until end of that battle, 
the boosted ([Boost]) unit gets [Power] +3000, and 
"[AUTO](VC/RC):[Counter-Blast 1] When this unit's 
attack hits a vanguard, you may pay the cost. If you 
do, your opponent chooses one of his or her rear-
guards, retires it, and binds that card face up.".



Wildrun Dragoon
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A brand new ability for《Narukami》,”Thunderstrike”.

Put this unit into your soul to activate the ability.
Your opponent chooses one card from his or her drop zone and 
binds it!
Additionally, if you have Thunderstrike 2, other units get Power 
+5000.

It helps set up the requirements for Thunderstrike and gives 
power boost to other units. It is one of the best choices for your 
starting Vanguard!
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[AUTO]:Forerunner

[ACT](RC)[Generation Break 1]:[Put this unit into 
your soul] Your opponent chooses a card from his 
or her drop zone, binds it face up, and you choose 
up to one of your other units, and until end of 
turn, it gets "[CONT](VC/RC)Thunderstrike 2 
(This ability is active when your opponent's bind 
zone has two or more cards):During your turn, 
this unit gets [Power] +5000.".



Conquering Supreme Dragon, 
Dragonic Vanquisher "VOLTAGE"

The power-up G Unit of “Dragonic Vanquisher”.

When this unit's attack hits a vanguard, your opponent 
chooses one of his or her rear-guards and retires it. 
Choose up to two cards from your opponent's drop zone, 
and bind them. 
With this, you can easily meet the requirement of 
Thunderstrike 2.

Also, if you are GB3, for each card in your opponent’s 
bind zone, all of the units in your front row gets Power 
+3000.
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[Stride]-Stride Step-[Choose one or more cards with the sum of their 
grades being 3 or greater from your hand, and discard them] 
[Stride] this card on your (VC) from face down.
[ACT](VC)[1/Turn]:[Choose a face down card named "Conquering 
Supreme Dragon, Dragonic Vanquisher "VOLTAGE"" from your G 
zone, and turn it face up] Until end of turn, this unit gets 
"[AUTO](VC):When this unit's attack hits a vanguard, your opponent 
chooses one of his or her rear-guards, retires it, and you choose up 
to two cards from your opponent's drop zone, and bind them face 
up." and "[CONT](VC)[Generation Break 3]:During your turn, all of 
the units in your front row get [Power] +3000 for each card in your 
opponent's bind zone.".
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Bluish Flame True Liberator, 
Holy Flame

Counter-Blast 1 and flip a face down card from your G 
zone to activate the ability.

If you have a “Liberator” in your heart, for each face up 
card in the G zone with the same name as this card, you 
may look at three cards from the top of your deck, search 
for up to one card from among them, and call it. That unit 
gets Power +2000!

January 8, 2016
On Sale!
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[Stride]-Stride Step-[Choose one or more cards with the sum of 
their grades being 3 or greater from your hand, and discard them] 
[Stride] this card on your VC@ from face down.

[ACT](VC)[1/Turn]:[Counter-Blast 1 & Choose a face down card 
from your G zone, and turn it face up] If you have a heart card 
with "Liberator" in its card name, for each face up card named 
"Bluish Flame True Liberator, Holy Flame" in your G zone, "Look at 
three cards from the top of your deck, search for up to one card 
from among them, call it to (RC), put the rest of the cards into 
your drop zone, and that unit gets [Power] +2000 until end of 
turn.".



Episode 4: Ace’s Trap
The ritual of the Kiba family 
re-enacts the Kiba family 
legend.

The present head of the 
family, Shion's father, takes 
on the role of the wandering 
swordsman, while Shion as 
the successor, plays the role 
of the ancestor of the Kiba
family.
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Watch the latest episodes online now!

DAISUKI: http://www.daisuki.net/
Crunchyroll: http://www.crunchyroll.com/

YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/CARDFIGHTVanguard

Episode 4: Ace’s Trap
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Cardfight!! Vanguard G
GIRS Crisis

Episode 5: Rummy Labyrinth

Look forward to next week’s episode too!


